BRAG BOOK COVERS
by Sherry Titzer
http://www.atimetostitch.com
List of supplies provided with orders for my Brag book covers. Some of these pictures were borrowed from the 4x6 memo
case How-To since they are made basically the same except the brag books have velcro tab closures instead of snaps.

Starch all fabrics until nice and crisp before you begin!

1. TAB CLOSURE: Hoop WASH AWAY stabilizer. Stitch
outline on stabilizer only.

2. Flip hoop over, center interfaced fabric inside outline. Use
adhesive spray or stick glue to secure fabric.

3. Next step tacks fabric down & stitches small rectangle for
velcro placement.

4. Flip hoop over, center velcro over small outline. Tape velcro
ends to secure. Next step tacks velcro down. When finished, trim
velcro along the ends even with outline.

5. The next step finishes velcro edge with narrow zig-zag stitch
outline.

6. On right side of hoop, center pre-quilted fabric inside outline.
Next step tacks pre-quilted fabric down.

7. Remove hoop and trim the fabric close to the outline on both
sides of hoop.

8. Last step stitches satin edge of tab. Trim from stablizer & rub
wet rag along edges to dissolve remaining stabilizer. Let dry.
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6. CASE COVER: Prepare inner sleeve & lining pieces follwing 7. Hoop cutaway stabilizer, stitch placement line on stabilizer only.
Mark center line down long side of fabric (on wrong side) and
instructed in text files provided with your designs.
center next to stitched placement line. Use marked line to keep
fabric centered.

8. Add other half of velcro & finish the embroidery following the
instructions in the text files.

9. Center sleeve next to placement line (folded edge to center)
Tape at corners. Next step tacks sleeve down. Remove from
hoop, trim stabilizer even with edge of fabric.

10. Pin tab closure to opposite end with velcro side facing up.
Stitch tab to cover with 1/8” seam along the edge.

11. Pin second sleeve on opposite end (over tab). Next, center
the lining exactly in the middle and pin in place.

12. Stitch around edge of cover with ¼” seam to secure sleeve
and lining. Clip corners of fabric at 45 degee angle.

13. Turn right side out, maneuver edges until even. Press to set.
Do not remove paper backing from wonder under on lining yet!
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14. Reach inside to remove paper tape from the lining. Smooth
lining out flat again & press to fuse in place.

Add plastic brag book to the inside and you’re finished!

15. Top stitch around the edge of the brag book cover with ¼”
seam on your sewing machine to finish.

Try the new “snag free” velcro!

My covers were designed to fit the 4x6 plastic brag books sold here: www.vikwing.com
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